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[Rita Mae Brown] enlivens a timely tale
with . . . amusing accounts of her
four-legged creations and delightful
descriptions of the central Virginia
countryside.Richmond
Times-DispatchNew
York
Times
bestselling author Rita Mae Brown bounds
to the front of the pack with Fox Tracks,
the thrilling new mystery in her beloved
foxhunting series featuring the indomitable
Sister Jane Arnold and, among others, the
boisterous company of horses and hounds.
Now, as a string of bizarre murders sweeps
the East Coast, this unlikely alliance must
smoke out a devious killer who may be
closer than they first think. While outside
on Manhattans Midtown streets a fierce
snowstorm rages, nothing can dampen the
excitement inside the elegant ballroom of
Manhattans Pierre Hotel. Hunt clubs from
all over North America have gathered for
their annual gala, and nobody is in higher
spirits than Sister Jane, Master of the
Jefferson Hunt in Virginias Blue Ridge
Mountains. Braving the foul weather,
Sister and her young friend Tootie Harris
pop out to purchase cigars for the
celebration at a nearby tobacco shop,
finding themselves regaled by the colorful
stories of its eccentric proprietor, Adolfo
Galdos. Yet the trips festive mood goes to
ground later with the grisly discovery of
Adolfos corpse. The tobacconist was shot
in the head but found, oddly enough, with a
cigarette pack of American Smokes laid
carefully over his heart. When a similar
murder occurs in Boston, Sisters horse
sense tells her theres a nefarious plot
afootone that seems to originate in the
Souths
aromatic
tobacco
farms.
Meanwhile, Sisters nemesis, Crawford
Howard, will stop at nothing to subvert the
Jefferson Hunt Club. Theres more than one
shadowy scheme in the works in Albemarle
County, and some conspirators are unafraid
of taking shots at those evidencing too
keen an interest in other peoples business.
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When Sister voices her suspicions, she,
too, becomes a target. Fortunately for her,
the Master of the Jefferson Hunt may rely
upon the wits and wiles of her four-legged
friendsincluding horses Lafayette and
Matador, the powerful hound, Dragon, and
even the clever old red fox, Uncle Yancy!
From Manhattans gritty streets to the
pastoral beauty of Virginia horse country,
Fox Tracks features the beloved characters
from past Sister Jane novels in a
fascinating new intrigue. This sly,
fast-paced mystery gives chase from
sizzling start to stunning finish! Praise for
Rita Mae Browns Sister Jane novels
Brown is a keen plotter who advances her
story with well-placed clues and showy
suspects.The New York Times Book
Review [Brown] succeeds in conjuring a
world in which prey are meant to survive
the chase and foxes are knowing
collaborators.People One of the most
entertaining amateur sleuths since those of
Agatha
Christie.BooklistFrom
the
Hardcover edition.
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FOX TRACKS: Home Home Guides. Getting Started Mammal Tracks > Black Bear Tracks Deer Tracks Mountain
Lion Tracks Raccoon Tracks Bird Tracks Reptile & Amphibian Fox Tracks in the Snow - YouTube Red Fox. Vulpes
fulva. Red Fox Front Track. Natural History of Red Foxes. Red fox tracks show four toes and claws. The foot of the red
fox is covered with hair, Fox Tracks Print & Marketing Services LinkedIn Jan 22, 2014 A clear red fox track will
be symmetricalyou can draw an X between the toe and metacarpal padsand has four toe (with nail) imprints. Fox Tracks
and Sign - Alderleaf Wilderness College Apr 22, 2017 Your one source marketing, print and web solutions provider.
Convenient, cost effective and we are committed to your success and never miss Fox tracks - symbol description,
layout, design and history from . Feline or Canine? How to Identify their Tracks MyNature Apps Apr 22, 2017
Your one source marketing, print and web solutions provider. Convenient, cost effective and we are committed to your
success and never miss What Are the Differences Between Cat & Fox Prints in Snow See a rich collection of stock
images, vectors, or photos for fox paw you can buy on Shutterstock. Explore quality images, photos, art & more. How to
Identify Animal Tracks of a Fox Sciencing Several species of fox, such as the red fox, gray fox and kit fox are also
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found in the state. Coyotes Tracks single track (back paws, are placed in the front paws. About Us - FOX TRACKS
Red Fox Tracks - AMC Outdoors - Appalachian Mountain Club Fox Paw Stock Images, Royalty-Free Images &
Vectors Shutterstock Jan 26, 2016 Gray fox tracks, scat, and signs. Natural history of the gray fox, Urocyon
cinereoargenteus. Photos of fox tracks, scats, and sign. Wild Suburbia Project: Snow Tracking They also settled on
the band name, FOXTRAX, after realizing that the fox tracks left in the snow outside their cabin represented their own
unpredictable and : Fox Tracks: A Novel (Sister Jane) (9780345532992 Jan 22, 2013 - 1 min - Uploaded by
par576Greta catching snow and fox tracks by the barn 3-5-13 - Duration: 1:45. Steven Hoberg 95 views Wolf and fox
tracks in the snow - Picture of Wild Sweden - wildlife Dec 20, 2014 An introduction to red fox tracks, sign,
behavior, winter adaptations, and conflicts with humans, in Tracking Red Fox in Winter. Red Fox tracks in the snow Wildwood Tracking Dec 14, 2012 - 5 min - Uploaded by Muskrat JimIdentifying the differences between Wolf,
Coyote, Fox and common Dog footprints . Video FOX TRACKS: Home Apr 25, 2017 Finding animal tracks in the
snow can alert you to what kind of creatures may be visiting your neighborhood. Fox prints are fairly common Red Fox
Tracks NatureTracking Apr 22, 2017 Recognizing a gap between the large ad and media agencies and clients piecing
together their advertising and communication projects Tracking Red Fox in Winter - - One Acre Farm Below are
some pictures of snow tracks of our 5 target species (coyote, bear, bobcat, fox, fisher). Identifying an animal by its
tracks is tricky and they can often be Canine vs. Feline Tracks - How to tell the difference between them. Was that
track you found on the trail left by a mountain lion or a big dog? . In the photo above, which are the fox tracks and
which are the domestic cat tracks? Track Identification: Wolf, Coyote, Fox - YouTube Apr 24, 2017 The red fox, kit
fox, gray fox and arctic fox are all different species of foxes that inhabit parts of North America. You might encounter
the tracks of Fox Tracks and Sign - Alderleaf Wilderness College Red fox footprints are generally measure 1.75 to
2.5 inches long by 1.5 to 2 wide (pictured to the right). For gray foxes, the tracks often show toes more clearly as their
feet are less furry than a red fox. Gray foxes can also retract their claws. When retracted, no claw marks register in the
tracks. Fox Tracks by Rita Mae Brown Fox tracks - Red Fox. Foxes walk or trot in an alternating pattern (See
Track Patterns), with prints nearly in a line. In shallow snow, foxes may trot in a two-print pattern or gallop in a
four-print pattern. Dainty, oval tracks (2.3 to 3.1 long) usually show small triangular foot pads, claw marks, and foot
drag marks. Was That a Coyote, Fox, Wolf or Dog? - Wild Aware Utah San Joaquin Kit Fox: Track Identification.
California Department of Pesticide Regulation. Endangered Species Project. San Joaquin Kit Fox: Track Identification.
Animal Tracks - Gray Fox (Urocyon cinereoargenteus) Raccoon tracks Opossum tracks Beaver tracks Muskrat tracks
Mink tracks. The front Swift Fox tracks Red Fox tracks Coyote tracks Dog tracks. The swift fox is Animal Tracks Red Fox - Beartrackers Animal Tracks Den Jan 2, 2014 Canine and Feline tracks are probably the most confusing
tracks youll Gray Fox have semi- retractable claws so youll want to also check the Images for Fox Tracks One of the
diagnostic features to tell fox tracks apart from other Dog family tracks is that the underside of foxes paws are covered
with hair. Unfortunately I dont San Joaquin Kit Fox: Track Identification San Joaquin Kit Fox New York Times
bestselling author Rita Mae Brown bounds to the front of the pack with Fox Tracks, the thrilling new mystery in her
beloved foxhunting series
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